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SUMMARY

A wealth of data has elucidated the mechanisms by
which sensory inputs are encoded in the neocortex,
but how these processes are regulated by the behav-
ioral relevance of sensory information is less under-
stood. Here, we focus on neocortical layer 1 (L1), a
key location for processing of such top-down infor-
mation. Using Neuron-Derived Neurotrophic Factor
(NDNF) as a selective marker of L1 interneurons
(INs) and in vivo 2-photon calcium imaging, electro-
physiology, viral tracing, optogenetics, and associa-
tive memory, we find that L1 NDNF-INs mediate a
prolonged form of inhibition in distal pyramidal
neuron dendrites that correlates with the strength
of the memory trace. Conversely, inhibition from
Martinotti cells remains unchanged after condition-
ing but in turn tightly controls sensory responses
in NDNF-INs. These results define a genetically
addressable form of dendritic inhibition that is highly
experience dependent and indicate that in addition
to disinhibition, salient stimuli are encoded at
elevated levels of distal dendritic inhibition.

INTRODUCTION

Layer 1 (L1) is a unique site in the neocortex. It is immediately

recognizable, as it contains relatively few somata and is instead

comprised primarily of the apical dendrites of local pyramidal

neurons (PNs) and a number of long-range projections that

convey contextual, top-down information (Douglas and Martin,

2004; Felleman and Van Essen, 1991). It has therefore been

suggested that L1 is a key site where information about the

behavioral relevance of a stimulus is received and integrated

with the representation of its bottom-up attributes in lower

layers (Cauller, 1995; Larkum, 2013). This process is thought

to occur in the distal dendrites of PNs, which show highly
684 Neuron 100, 684–699, November 7, 2018 ª 2018 The Authors. P
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specialized information processing capacities such as regen-

erative events called dendritic spikes (Helmchen et al., 1999;

Major et al., 2013; Stuart and Spruston, 2015). In line, recent

in vivo studies have highlighted the important role of dendritic

spikes during sensorimotor integration, motor learning, and

perception (Cichon and Gan, 2015; Takahashi et al., 2016; Xu

et al., 2012).

In turn, dendritic computations are powerfully controlled by in-

hibition (Major et al., 2013; Stuart and Spruston, 2015). The best-

understood source of distal dendritic inhibition in L1 originates

from projections of somatostatin (SST)-positive Martinotti cells

located in deeper layers (Higley, 2014; Yavorska and Wehr,

2016). SST-interneurons (INs) receive little thalamic input but

instead are strongly driven by recurrent excitation from the local

PNs and are therefore thought to provide dendritic inhibition that

is proportional to the ongoing activity in the PN network (Adesnik

et al., 2012; Yavorska and Wehr, 2016). A second source of inhi-

bition in L1 that is far less understood derives from the sparse set

of L1-INs. These cells receive input from a range of top-down

projections, including the cholinergic system, higher-order thal-

amus, and cortico-cortical feedback in rodents (Bennett et al.,

2012; Cruikshank et al., 2012; Letzkus et al., 2011; Palmer

et al., 2012; Zhu and Zhu, 2004), and recent data have revealed

strong cholinergic responses in L1 INs also in the human

neocortex (Poorthuis et al., 2018). This suggests that, like distal

dendritic excitation, inhibition from L1 INs may also be governed

by internally generated activity representing, for instance, the

behavioral relevance of sensory information (Letzkus et al.,

2015). However, while slice recordings have defined two major

types of L1 INs (elongated neurogliaform cells [eNGCs] and sin-

gle-bouquet cell-like neurons [SBCs]; Chu et al., 2003; Jiang

et al., 2013, 2015; Letzkus et al., 2011, 2015; Palmer et al.,

2012; Wozny and Williams, 2011), the investigation of L1-INs

has been hampered by the lack of selective genetic access

that is key for a multidisciplinary understanding of the circuit

and behavioral function of these INs (Kepecs and Fishell, 2014;

Letzkus et al., 2015; Lovett-Barron and Losonczy, 2014; Wester

and McBain, 2014).

Here, we establish Neuron-Derived Neurotrophic Factor

(NDNF; Kuang et al., 2010) as a highly selective marker for L1
ublished by Elsevier Inc.
commons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
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Figure 1. Ndnf Is a Selective Marker of Neocortical Layer 1 Interneurons
(A) Circuit diagram of neocortex. The connections of L1 NDNF-INs are not known and are the subject of this study.

(B) RiboTag-seq indicates that Ndnf-expression is highly enriched in GABAergic neurons, but not in IN subtypes that express Pv, Sst, or Vip.

(C and D) Ndnf-expressing GABAergic neurons are concentrated in L1. RNAscope FISH for Ndnf, Gad1, and IN subtype markers was done in the adult auditory

cortex.

(C) Ndnf-expressing cells are concentrated in L1 (scale bar, 200 mm).

(legend continued on next page)
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INs in the adult auditory and prefrontal cortex and generate a

tamoxifen-inducible Cre allele as well as a Flp allele to specif-

ically target these neurons. We report data on the molecular

properties and the synaptic input and output organization of

auditory cortex L1 NDNF-INs, with a focus on their prominent

interaction with SST-INs both in vitro and in vivo. In addition, to

induce auditory cortex plasticity, we employ associative fear

conditioning (LeDoux, 2000; Weinberger, 2007) to identify and

characterize plastic changes of L1 NDNF and SST-IN responses

during expression of behavioral memory.

RESULTS

NDNF Is a Selective Marker of Neocortical L1 INs
To identify a selective marker for L1-INs, we used a subtractive

approach on RNA sequencing (RNA-seq) data generated by

sequencing of ribosome-bound RNAs purified from genetically

defined subtypes of cortical neurons that express a Cre-depen-

dent epitope tagged ribosomal protein (i.e., RiboTag; Mardinly

et al., 2016; Sanz et al., 2009). We reasoned that a marker of

L1 GABAergic INs must be highly enriched in the RNAs isolated

from Gad2-Cre mice (Taniguchi et al., 2011) as compared to

RNAs purified from cortical excitatory neurons (Emx1-Cre

mice; Gorski et al., 2002) and from three nonoverlapping sub-

types of INs that together account for �85% of all INs and are

largely absent from L1 (Figure 1D, SST, parvalbumin [PV], and

vasoactive intestinal polypeptide [VIP] neurons, labeled by the

respective Cre lines; Hippenmeyer et al., 2005; Taniguchi et al.,

2011). Indeed, a transcriptome-wide search identified six genes

that are substantially enriched in Gad2-derived RNAs compared

to all the other RNAs (i.e., Gad2Max/[Emx1/Pv/Sst/Vip]Max R 4;

Figure S1A). Out of these candidates Ndnf is the only gene that

is expressed at appreciable levels (Figures S1B and S1C), mak-

ing it a promising candidate marker for L1 INs.

Consistent with this, fluorescent in situ hybridization (FISH)

indicated that Ndnf-expressing cells are highly concentrated in

L1 in an expression pattern that is very different from the well-

described IN subtypes (Figures 1C and 1D). Direct comparison

to pan-GABAergic and pan-glutamatergic markers further re-

vealed that nearly all Ndnf cells are GABAergic and that the

few Ndnf cells that are Gad1 negative are likely non-neuronal,

as most of them also do not express VGlut1 (Figure S1C).

Together, these data indicate that Ndnf is a specific marker of

L1 INs in the adult cortex. These findings are consistent with

recent studies that used single-cell RNA-seq to analyze the mo-

lecular composition of cortical neurons (Cadwell et al., 2016;
(D) The distribution ofNdnf-expressing INs in the adult auditory cortex differs from

cell expressing a given marker and plotted as a histogram (forNdnf) or the corresp

indicates the L1 border).

(E–H) Ndnf-expressing neurons constitute the majority of L1 GABAergic neurons

(E) Representative image of FISH for Ndnf and Gad1 in the auditory cortex (co-ex

blue; scale bar represents 100 mm).

(F) Percentage of L1 Ndnf neurons that co-express the respective marker.

(G) Percentage of L1 neurons expressing the respective subtype marker that co-

(H) Percentage of Gad1-positive L1 neurons expressing each subtype marker.

(I) A newly generated mouse line allows for temporally controlled selective labeling

injected with an AAV-construct that drives Cre-dependent tdTomato expression

Data are presented as mean ± SEM.
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Habib et al., 2017; Tasic et al., 2016; Zeisel et al., 2015). We

next used triple FISH to directly compare the expression of

Ndnf and Gad1 with multiple markers of (L1) IN subtypes

emerging from these studies (Figures 1E–1H). We find that

Ndnf is expressed in roughly two-thirds of all L1 INs and that

L1 NDNF-INs do not overlap with the IN populations defined

by Pv, Sst, Vip, or Calb2 (Calretinin). In contrast, expression of

Ndnf showed large overlap with Reln (Reelin) and Npy (Neuro-

peptide Y) and slightly weaker colocalization with nNos, markers

that, unlike Ndnf, are also expressed widely in lower cortical

layers and are thus less suitable for selective identification of

L1 INs. Taken together, these data demonstrate that out of the

genes analyzed, Ndnf is by far the most selective marker for L1

INs. In addition, co-expression of Reln, Npy, and nNos suggests

that L1 NDNF-INs may correspond to eNGCs (see Discussion;

Overstreet-Wadiche and McBain, 2015; Tasic et al., 2016).

This is further supported by the low co-expression of Ndnf with

Npas1 (Figures 1F–1H), which has been reported to be absent

from eNGCs but expressed in L1 SBCs (Cadwell et al., 2016;

Habib et al., 2017).

Based on these findings, we generated a knockin mouse allele

in which a tamoxifen-inducible version of Cre recombinase is

expressed under the control of the endogenous Ndnf locus

(Ndnf-Ires-CreERT2; Figure S1D). When crossed to a reporter

strain (Ai9; Madisen et al., 2010), this allele drives reporter

expression only in the presence of tamoxifen (Figure S1E), indi-

cating tight temporal control of Cre activity and thereby differing

from previously generated NDNF-Cre mice (Tasic et al., 2016).

Similar to endogenous Ndnf expression (Figures 1C and 1D),

tdTomato-labeled neurons are found primarily in L1 (Figure S1E),

and nearly all of these tdTomato-labeled L1 INs co-express

endogenous Ndnf (Figures S1I and S1J). Similar to previous re-

sults (Tasic et al., 2016), this line also labels blood vessels

throughout the cortex when used in conjunction with Ai9 reporter

mice (Figures S1E and S1G). Importantly, when used in combi-

nation with conditional adeno-associated viral vector (AAV)

constructs our knockin allele labels very selectively only L1

NDNF-INs (Figures 1I, S1E, S1F, and S1H). To further extend

our experimental capabilities, we went on to generate a second

knockin mouse allele in which Flp recombinase is expressed

under the control of the endogenous Ndnf locus (Ndnf-Ires-

FlpO; Figure S1D). This line displayed similar selectivity for L1

(Figures S1E and S1H) and similar selectivity and fidelity for

labeling Ndnf-positive neurons as the Cre line (Figures S1I and

S1J), indicating that both mouse alleles are powerful tools for

circuit dissection. Moreover, we addressed the specificity of a
the distribution of other INs. The distance from the pia was determined for each

onding probability density function (PDF; forNdnf, Pv, Sst, and Vip; dashed line

and do not overlap with Pv, Sst, or Vip.

pressing neurons are indicated by arrowheads, and DAPI-labeled nuclei are in

expresses Ndnf.

of L1 NDNF-neurons. Auditory cortex section of an Ndnf-Ires-CreERT2mouse

(AAV-hSyn-Flex-tdTomato) upon tamoxifen application (scale bar, 200 mm).



Figure 2. Output Connectivity of Layer 1 NDNF-Interneurons in the Auditory Cortex

(A) AAV-mediated expression of tdTomato and synaptophysin-GFP in the Ndnf-Ires-CreERT2 mouse auditory cortex (left). Synaptophysin-GFP fluorescence is

strongly enriched in L1, suggesting that L1 is the primary output location of L1 NDNF-INs (right) (19 slices, 3 animals).

(B) Optogenetic identification of the postsynaptic partners of L1 NDNF-INs in acute slices (top left). L1 and L2/3 INswere identified by nuclear mCherry expression

(Peron et al., 2015) and L2/3 PNs by morphology. Calibration of ChR-2 expressing L1 NDNF-IN stimulation (bottom; top right shows an example trace). The

chosen irradiance (gray lines, 45 mW/mm2) elicited 1.2 action potentials per pulse (0.5 ms, n = 10).

(C) Average IPSCs in ChR-2 negative L1 INs (gray, n = 12), L2/3 PNs (black, n = 24), and L2/3 INs (red, n = 11).

(legend continued on next page)
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previously generated bacterial artificial chromosome/clone

(BAC)-transgenic line in which EGFP expression is driven from

the Ndnf locus (Gong et al., 2003) and found that it faithfully

recapitulates the endogenous expression of Ndnf in L1 (Figures

S1I and S1J), whereas ectopic labeling was observed in deeper

layers (Figure S1E). Finally, we addressed whether Ndnf is a

useful marker for L1 INs outside of the auditory cortex. Analo-

gous experiments in the pre- and infra-limbic areas of the pre-

frontal cortex (PL and IL, respectively) indicated that Ndnf

expression is highly enriched in L1 INs (Figures S2A and S2B)

and displays similar co-localization with other markers as in

the auditory cortex (Figures S2C–S2E). Further experiments indi-

cate that L1 NDNF-INs are faithfully addressed by both mouse

alleles in the prefrontal cortex (Figure S2F). Together, these

data demonstrate that our newly generated mouse lines allow

for the specific labeling and manipulation of L1 NDNF-INs in

the adult cortex.

L1 NDNF-INs Mediate Long-Lasting Inhibition of PN
Dendrites
As a first step toward understanding how signaling by L1 NDNF-

INs affects the function of the local circuit in the auditory cortex,

we determined the localization of their output synapses. AAV-

mediated transduction of Ndnf-Ires-CreERT2mice with a synap-

tophysin-GFP fusion protein (Oh et al., 2014) revealed that by far

the greatest output of these INs remains within L1 (Figures 2A

and S3A). In addition, a second smaller and broader peak of syn-

apse density is present approximately 300 mm from the pia span-

ning L3 and L4. To identify the postsynaptic partners of these

synapses, we crossed Ndnf-Ires-CreERT2 animals with a mouse

line labeling inhibitory INs (Peron et al., 2015). After AAV-medi-

ated expression of channelrhodopsin-2 (ChR-2), this enabled

reliable and precise light activation of L1NDNF-INs in acute brain

slices of adult auditory cortex (Figure 2B) that elicited inhibitory

postsynaptic current (IPSCs) in ChR-2 negative L1 INs, L2/3

Ins, and L2/3 PNs (Figures 2C and 2D) with indistinguishable,

short latencies (Figure S3D). While inputs to L1 INs and L2/3

PNs displayed similarly slow rise and decay times, the kinetics

of IPSCs in L2/3 INs was significantly faster (Figures 2C and

2D). The strongest input was observed in L2/3 PNs, which

together with the observed synapse localization indicates that

one important effect of L1 NDNF-INs may be inhibition of distal

PN dendrites within L1. Consistent with this, inputs to L2/3

PNs were also observed when optogenetic stimulation was

restricted to L1 under block of action potential firing (Figures
(D) Comparison of L1 NDNF-IN-mediated IPSCs in the different postsynaptic pop

faster rise and decay in L2/3 INs (Kruskal-Wallis H-test with Dunn’s multiple com

(E) Optogenetic activation of L1 NDNF-IN synapse selectively in L1 under action

(F) Input to L2/3 PNs is targeted to their distal dendrites located in L1.

(G) Comparison of NDNF and SST-IN input to the distal dendrites of L2/3 PNs. N

(H) Average IPSCs evoked by SST- (green, n = 13) and NDNF-IN stimulation (blu

(I) IPSCs mediated by L1 NDNF-INs showed greater charge transfer and longer

(J) IPSCs from SST- (green, n = 7) and L1 NDNF-INs (blue, n = 9) in baseline and

(3 mM, brown, normalized).

(K) GABAB receptor block accelerated the decay time of IPSCs mediated by L1

(L) Kinetic differences between NDNF- and SST-IN IPSCs persist under GABAB

Data in (B), (C), (F), (H), and (J) represent mean ± SEM; other plots show rang

****p < 0.0001.
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2E and 2F; Petreanu et al., 2009), directly demonstrating distal

dendritic inhibition. Together, these data indicate that L1

NDNF-IN output synapses are concentrated in L1 and display

broad connectivity to other circuit elements and reveal inhibition

of distal PN dendrites as a major consequence of L1 NDNF-IN

activation.

A second, intensely studied source of inhibition in distal PN

dendrites derives from the projection of SST-positive Martinotti

cells to L1 (Figure 2G, Higley, 2014; Yavorska and Wehr, 2016).

We therefore next asked how the two forms of dendritic inhibition

might differ. Despite greater amplitudes of SST-IN inputs to L2/3

PNs (which might partly be due to more efficient optogenetic

stimulation of these cells; Figure S3I), we found that L1 NDNF-

IN IPSCs mediate greater charge transfer due to their much

more prolonged kinetics (Figures 2H and 2I). In addition, L1

NDNF-IN input displayed slower rise times and onset latencies

than SST IPSCs (Figures 2I and S3J), which were not due to dif-

ferences in recording quality (Figure S3N). The long decay times

of L1 NDNF-IN IPSCs may indicate a contribution of GABAB re-

ceptors at these synapses, which have been demonstrated to

contribute strongly to transmission from NGCs (Tamás et al.,

2003). Indeed, application of the selective GABAB receptor

antagonist CGP 55845 (3 mM) markedly reduced the decay

time of IPSCs mediated by L1 NDNF-INs, whereas SST input re-

corded under the same conditions remained unchanged (Figures

2J, 2K, and S3K). Importantly, inhibition from L1 NDNF-INs dis-

played much slower rise and decay times than SST IPSCs even

under GABAB receptor block (Figures 2J and 2L), suggesting

additional sources for these kinetic differences (see Discussion).

Together, the present results indicate that inhibition from two

distinct sources controls the activity of PN dendrites and identify

L1 NDNF-INs as a genetically addressable source of inhibition in

distal PN dendrites that differs markedly from the well-

understood SST Martinotti cell input in terms of kinetics and

underlying receptors. Consistent with the interpretation that

the two forms of dendritic inhibition are optimized for low- versus

high-frequency signaling, L1 NDNF-IN input to PNs also

displayed stronger short-term depression than SST Martinotti

cell input (Figure S3M). This is in line with the observed short-

term depression of NGC synapses (Capogna and Pearce,

2011; Oláh et al., 2009; Overstreet-Wadiche and McBain,

2015; Tamás et al., 2003) and may suggest that in addition to

the differences described here, inhibition from L1 NDNF-INs

and SST-INs could also contribute to oscillations in different fre-

quency bands.
ulations. Note the greater amplitude and charge of IPSCs in L2/3 PNs and the

parison).

potential block (1 mM tetrodotoxin [TTX], 100 mM 4-AP).

ote that the two datasets are from different experiments.

e, n = 24).

rise and decay times compared to SST inhibition (Mann-Whitney test).

after bath application of the selective GABAB receptor antagonist CGP 55845

NDNF-INs but left SST-IN inhibition unaffected (Mann-Whitney test).

receptor block, indicating additional sources (Mann-Whitney test).

e, quartiles, and median. (D, I, K, and L) *p < 0.05; **p < 0.01; ***p < 0.001;



Figure 3. Layer 1 NDNF-Interneurons Control Activity in Pyramidal Neuron Dendrites

(A) Recordings from L5 PNs combined with optogenetic stimulation of L1 NDNF-INs.

(B) Stimulation of a L5 PN at increasing frequencies (3 action potentials, 25–125 Hz, light to dark gray) causes a sharp increase in the afterdepolarization (ADP,

arrowhead, quantification on right) that constitutes the critical frequency of the neurons (dashed line) and correlates with dendritic spike initiation (Larkum

et al., 1999a).

(C)Quantifieddataaligned to thecritical frequencyofeachneuron (dashed line) reveals highlysupralineardependenceof theADPonactionpotential frequency (n=9).

(D) Activation of L1 NDNF-INs (4 pulses at 40 Hz, ending 50–100 ms before last action potential, n = 5, paired t test) significantly reduced the ADP. This indicates

that inhibition from L1 NDNF-INs powerfully controls the initiation of PN dendritic spikes in acute brain slices.

(E) In vivo 2-photon imaging in auditory cortex of awake mice combined with sensory stimulation (magenta, 5 white noise bursts, 100 ms duration, delivered at

5 Hz) and optogenetic activation of L1 NDNF-INs (yellow, 594 nm).

(F) Field of view during in vivo imaging of L1 NDNF-INs co-expressing GCaMP6s (green) and the optogenetic effector Chrimson in Ndnf-Ires-FlpO mice.

(G) Optogenetic activation (yellow) elicited strong responses in L1 NDNF-INs expressing Chrimson (top, n = 78) and no activity in animals that only expressed

GCaMP6s (n = 134). These data demonstrate reliable optogenetic activation of L1 NDNF-INs in the awake auditory cortex.

(H) Field of view during in vivo imaging of distal PN dendrites in L1 expressing GCaMP6s (green) and tdTomato (red) used for motion correction. PNs were

selectively labeled by a combination of retrograde Cre expression from subcortical regions (amygdala and striatum) and Cre-dependent expression of GCaMP6s

and tdTomato in auditory cortex.

(I) Sensory responses (black) in dendritic branches that displayed significant activation by auditory stimulation (34 dendrites in 3 mice; see STAR Methods for

details). Optogenetic activation of L1 NDNF-INs (yellow) immediately preceding auditory stimulation (magenta) caused a significant, long lasting reduction of

dendritic responses (Wilcoxon test; see also Figures S4G–S4K). Together, these data demonstrate strong control of PN dendritic activity by L1 NDNF-INs in vitro

and in awake animals.

Data in (D) represent range, quartiles, and median; other plots show mean ± SEM. (D and I) **p < 0.01; ****p < 0.0001.
L1 NDNF-INs Control Activity in PN Dendrites
Our data suggest that in addition to PN disinhibition via L2/3 INs

(Figures 2C, 2D, 5D, S3C, and S3D; Letzkus et al., 2011, 2015), a

second important function of L1 INs may be to control the firing

of dendritic spikes in distal PN dendrites, which are exquisitely
sensitive to GABAB receptor activation (Larkum et al., 1999b;

Palmer et al., 2012; Pérez-Garci et al., 2006). To directly address

this, we elicited dendritic spikes in adult auditory cortex L5 PNs

in vitro by action potential bursts of increasing frequency (Fig-

ures 3A and 3B). In line with previous results, the
Neuron 100, 684–699, November 7, 2018 689



Figure 4. Brain-wide Sources of Synaptic Input to Auditory Cortex Layer 1 NDNF-Interneurons

(A) Representative image of the injection site in the adult auditory cortex. L1 NDNF-INs were made competent for rabies virus by injection of AAV-synP-DIO-

sTpEpB (Kohara et al., 2014) and subsequent tamoxifen induction in Ndnf-Ires-CreERT2 mice. After 4–5 weeks of expression time, RV-dG-mCherry was injected

at the same site. Note localization of starter cells expressing both GFP and mCherry in L1 and presynaptic partners in both L1 and deeper layers.

(B) Magnified view of the area indicated in (A). Starter L1 NDNF-INs are marked by arrowheads.

(legend continued on next page)
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afterdepolarization (ADP) of the burst increased in a highly supra-

linear fashion with stimulation frequency (Figures 3B, 3C, and

S4C), indicating the critical frequency beyond which a dendritic

spike is elicited (Larkum et al., 1999a). Importantly, preceding

optogenetic activation of L1 NDNF-INs strongly reduced the

ADP at supracritical frequencies (Figures 3D and S4B) while

leaving the ADP at subcritical frequencies unaffected (Fig-

ure S4B). These data demonstrate control of distal dendritic

electrogenesis in L1 by NDNF-INs.

To determine whether L1 NDNF-INs also exert control over

sensory responses of distal PN dendrites in L1 in the awake an-

imal, we employed in vivo 2-photon imaging (Figure 3E). In order

to obtain sparse labeling of PNs that is critical for dendritic cal-

cium imaging, together with optogenetic control over NDNF-

INs, we injected a retrograde vector carrying Cre recombinase

into subcortical targets of auditory cortex in Ndnf-Ires-FlpO

mice (amygdala and striatum). This allowed us to selectively ex-

press the calcium indicator GCaMP6s (Chen et al., 2013) along

with tdTomato used for motion correction in PNs. At the same

time, a Flp-dependent AAV was injected in auditory cortex to

enable expression of the optogenetic activator Chrimson in

NDNF-INs, which is ideal for combination with 2-photon imaging

due to its sensitivity and red-shifted excitation spectrum

(Klapoetke et al., 2014). We first validated this approach by

expressing both GCaMP6s and Chrimson in NDNF-INs (Fig-

ure 3F). Stimulation triggered large calcium transients in Chrim-

son-expressing NDNF-INs and no detectable responses in

NDNF-INs expressing only GCaMP6s (Figures 3G and S4F), indi-

cating successful optogenetic stimulation. We next imaged the

activity of PN dendrites in L1 (Figure 3H; n = 130 dendrites in

3 mice). Sensory stimulation (5 white noise bursts, 100 ms dura-

tion, presented at 5 Hz) elicited significant responses in 34 out of

130 dendritic segments (Figure 3I; see STAR Methods for de-

tails). Importantly, preceding optogenetic activation of L1

NDNF-INs strongly reduced these dendritic responses (Fig-

ure 3I), and similar results were obtained when taking all re-

corded dendrites into consideration (Figure S4I; n = 130). While

this experiment alone cannot rule out a contribution of somatic

inhibition to the observed reduction in dendritic activity, when

taken together with our observation that L1 NDNF-IN output

synapses are strongly enriched in L1, where they directly contact

PN distal dendrites (Figures 2A, 2E, and 2F), these data provide

strong evidence for direct control over dendritic activity by L1

NDNF-INs in the intact animal. This inhibition lasted several
(C) Brain-wide input map to auditory cortex L1 NDNF-INs obtained by referencin

et al., 2018). This analysis reveals a large number of cortical (top), thalamic (cen

NDNF-INs.

(D–H) Representative images of the indicated areas.

(I and J) Image of mCherry-expressing neurons in globus pallidus externus counte

(I); arrowheads in (J), high magnification.

(K) Approximately half of the mCherry-expressing neurons in the globus pallidus e

were ChAT positive, revealing substantial cholinergic input to auditory cortex L1

(L) Anterograde physiological validation of the strongest cortical (somatosenso

sources.

(M) Optogenetic stimulation of these axons under action potential block by TTX

(EPSCs) of comparable amplitude in auditory cortex L1 NDNF-INs (n = 7 each, p >

connectivity.

Data in (M) represent range, quartiles, and median; other plots show mean ± SE
seconds (Figure S4H), consistent with the prolonged time course

of L1 NDNF-IN inhibition we found in our slice recordings (Fig-

ures 2H and 2I). Interestingly, larger responses were more

strongly suppressed by NDNF-IN input (Figure S4J), which

together with the data from L5 PNs suggests that inhibition

fromNDNF-INs controls the firing of spikes in distal PN dendrites

in L1.

Brain-wide Sources of Synaptic Input to Auditory Cortex
L1 NDNF-INs
Having established the local circuit elements and subcellular

compartments targeted by L1 NDNF-INs in the auditory cortex,

we next aimed to obtain a precise understanding of the brain-

wide synaptic inputs to these cells. We therefore employed

monosynaptically restricted tracing with modified rabies viral

vectors (Wickersham et al., 2007). Consistent with our validation

(Figures S1E and S1H), starter cells targeted by AAV injection in

Ndnf-Ires-CreERT2 were highly enriched in auditory cortex L1

(Figures 4A, 4B, S5A, and S5B). Monosynaptically connected

neurons (n = 13,470, 5 mice) were found locally in the auditory

cortex and in a number of additional brain areas both ipsi- and

contralaterally (Figures 4C–4H and S5). In line with the known

afferent organization of L1, we observed a range of cortical feed-

back projections from sensory areas (somatosensory, visual),

motor (primary and secondary) association areas (e.g., retro-

splenial, temporal association), and frontal areas (anterior cingu-

late, infralimbic). In addition, several thalamic nuclei provide

input to auditory cortex L1 NDNF-INs, including the medial

geniculate nucleus and the dorsal thalamus. Finally, several

additional brain regions were labeled, most notably areas that

contain cholinergic neurons such as the globus pallidus externus

and substantia innominate. Given that only a fraction of neurons

in these areas are cholinergic (Gritti et al., 2006), we performed

an antibody staining for choline acetyl transferase (ChAT) and

found that approximately half of the presynaptic neurons are

cholinergic (Figures 4I–4K). Finally, to ensure that rabies vector

labeled neurons are indeed monosynaptically connected, we

performed an anterograde, physiological validation on the

strongest cortical input from outside of auditory cortex (somato-

sensory cortex) and the strongest thalamic afferent connection

(medial geniculate body). In vitro recordings from L1 NDNF-

INs showed monosynaptic input in both cases (n = 7 each;

Figure 4M). We note that while this approach demonstrates

functional monosynaptic connectivity, the amplitude of the
g mCherry cells (13,470 neurons from 5 animals) to the Allen Brain Atlas (F€urth

ter), and other areas (bottom) that provide afferent input to auditory cortex L1

rstained for ChAT, identifying several input neurons in this area to be cholinergic

xternus (GPe), substantia innominate (SI), and lateral hypothalamic area (LHA)

NDNF-INs from these areas.

ry cortex [S1]) and strongest thalamic (medial geniculate body [MGB]) input

and 4-AP to prevent polysynaptic input elicits excitatory postsynaptic current

0.05, unpaired t test), confirming that rabies virus tracing identifies true synaptic

M.
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Figure 5. Inhibitory Control of Layer 1 NDNF-Interneuron Activity in the Auditory Cortex

(A) Optogenetic identification of inhibitory inputs to L1 NDNF-INs. ChR-2 was expressed in SST-, PV-, or VIP-INs, and whole-cell recordings were performed in

acute slices from genetically identified L1 NDNF-INs (Gong et al., 2003) and neighboring L2/3 PNs for comparison.

(B) Average IPSCs in L1 NDNF-INs (n = 9 from SST, n = 10 from PV, and n = 10 from VIP) and L2/3 PNs (n = 13 from SST and n = 6 from PV).

(legend continued on next page)
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postsynaptic currents depends on several experimental factors

(including ChR-2 expression levels and what fraction of presyn-

aptic axons remain viable after slicing) and is therefore likely not

indicative of the true connection strength in the intact brain

(Petreanu et al., 2009). Together, these data significantly extend

previous observations on long-range inputs to unidentified L1

INs (Bennett et al., 2012; Cruikshank et al., 2012; Letzkus

et al., 2011; Palmer et al., 2012; Poorthuis et al., 2018; Zhu and

Zhu, 2004). In particular, compared to similar experiments on

PV-, SST-, and VIP-INs in somatosensory cortex (Wall et al.,

2016), our results indicate that L1 NDNF-INs receive input from

a larger range of brain areas encoding contextual, top-down in-

formation. In turn, this suggests that the activity of L1 NDNF-INs

may strongly be governed by internally generated signals such

as those occurring during memory expression.

Inhibitory Control of L1 NDNF-IN Activity
In addition to excitation, inhibitory input from other INs can

dominantly shape the activity and function of different IN types

in cortical circuits (Kepecs and Fishell, 2014; Letzkus et al.,

2015; Lovett-Barron and Losonczy, 2014; Overstreet-Wadiche

and McBain, 2015; Wester and McBain, 2014). To determine

the local inhibitory inputs to L1 NDNF-INs, we crossed Cre lines

for SST, VIP, and PV (Hippenmeyer et al., 2005; Taniguchi et al.,

2011) to mice expressing EGFP under the Ndnf promoter (Fig-

ures 5A, S1E, S1I, and S1J; Gong et al., 2003). Cre-dependent

expression of ChR-2 allowed reliable activation of these

different IN types in auditory cortex acute slices (Figures S3I

and S6C), and recordings were performed from L1 NDNF-INs

and from neighboring L2/3 PNs for comparison. As expected,

activation of both SST- and PV-INs elicited large IPSCs in the

PNs (Figures 5B and 5C), with faster rise times and onset la-

tencies for PV input, as predicted from its perisomatic localiza-

tion (Figure S6E). In contrast, analogous recordings from L1

NDNF-INs revealed no measurable inhibition from either PV-
(C) L1 NDNF-INs receive strong inhibition from SST-INs similar to L2/3 PNs but

parison).

(D) The opposite connection direction was addressed in a cross of SST-Ires-Cre

ulation in L1 NDNF-INs in combination with tdTomato expression in SST-INs to

neighboring PNs with amplitudes indistinguishable from those evoked with ChR-2

from L1 NDNF-INs to SST-INs (n = 5) displayed much smaller amplitudes than in

largely unidirectional from SST- to NDNF-INs.

(E) In vivo 2-photon imaging in auditory cortex of awake mice during presentation

pressure levels.

(F) Fields of view during in vivo imaging of L1 NDNF-INs (top) and axons derive

GCaMP6s due to the better signal-to-noise ratio, whereas SST axons were ima

populations also expressed tdTomato for motion correction.

(G) Average responses of L1 NDNF-IN somata (top, 95 neurons in 5 mice) and SST

during auditory stimulation at different sound pressure levels (indicated by the blac

stimulus onset) at higher temporal resolution. Note that the excitatory peak in SST

(top). Importantly, similar data were obtained with somatic imaging of SST-INs (F

(H) Quantification of the response integral during 2 s after stimulation onset (gray

responses increased with increasing stimulus intensity, L1 NDNF-INs displayed

multiple comparison).

(I) To test whether input from SST-INs causes the observed inhibition of L1 NDNF-

animals, allowing expression of GCaMP6s in L1 NDNF-INs in combination with e

(J) Silencing of synaptic release from SST-INs converted the responses of L1 N

controls (G, top) to increasing.

(K) Quantification of the response integral during 2 s after stimulation onset (gray

Data in (C) and (D) represent range, quartiles, and median; other plots show mea
or VIP-positive populations but strong input from SST-INs (Fig-

ures 5B and 5C). The strength of this input was equal to that

measured in neighboring L2/3 PNs in terms of amplitude and

charge transfer. These results indicate that out of the popula-

tions tested, SST-INs are the only source of inhibition in L1

NDNF-INs, consistent with the projection of SST-positive Mar-

tinotti cells to L1 (Higley, 2014; Yavorska and Wehr, 2016)

and previous results in unidentified L1 INs (Pfeffer et al.,

2013). To test whether this interaction is reciprocal, we em-

ployed a cross of SST-Ires-Cre and Ndnf-Ires-FlpO mice. TdTo-

mato was expressed in SST-INs to target the recordings,

whereas the optogenetic activator Chrimson was expressed

in L1 NDNF-INs (Figures 3F and 3G). Optogenetic stimulation

of L1 NDNF-INs elicited IPSCs in SST-INs (Figure 5D), indi-

cating bidirectional communication between the two IN types

(Jiang et al., 2015). However, inhibition from NDNF- to SST-

INs was significantly weaker than in the opposite direction (Fig-

ure 5D). To address whether this result may be due to stimula-

tion efficiency, we recorded L1 NDNF-IN input in neighboring

L2/3 PNs in each one of these experiments. The amplitude of

IPSCs evoked after Flp-dependent expression of Chrimson

was indistinguishable from Cre-mediated ChR-2 expression

(Figure S6F), indicating similar stimulation efficiency. Together,

these data indicate largely unidirectional information flow from

SST-INs to L1 NDNF-INs. Intriguingly, this connectivity motif in-

dicates that the two distinct forms of dendritic inhibition derived

from NDNF- and SST-INs identified above function in parallel

and interact at the level of L1 NDNF-INs.

To address whether inhibition from SST Martinotti cells is a

dominant factor controlling the sensory responses of L1

NDNF-INs in the intact circuit, we next performed in vivo 2-

photon calcium imaging in auditory cortex of awake mice. Moti-

vated by results from visual cortex indicating that visual stimuli

of increasing size recruit progressively stronger responses of

SST-INs (Adesnik et al., 2012), we performed an analogous
no input from PV- or VIP-INs (Kruskal-Wallis H-test with Dunn’s multiple com-

and Ndnf-Ires-FlpO animals, allowing expression of Chrimson for light stim-

target these cells for whole-cell recordings. Light stimulation elicited IPSCs in

(Figure S6F), indicating efficient recruitment of L1 NDNF-INs. In contrast, input

the opposite direction (right, n = 9, unpaired t test), indicating that inhibition is

of white noise (5 bursts, 100 ms duration, delivered at 5 Hz) at different sound

d from SST-INs (bottom) in the auditory cortex L1. L1 NDNF-INs expressed

ged using either GCaMP6s or GCaMP6f for better temporal resolution. Both

axons (bottom, 11 regions in 11 mice, 8 with GCaMP6f, and 2 with GCaMP6s)

k bar; color code in E). Inset: responses in the quantified time window (2 s after

axons (bottom, dashed line) coincides with the local minimum in L1 NDNF-INs

igures S6H–S6J).

shading in G for L1 NDNF-INs [top] and SST axons [bottom]). While SST axon

the opposite relationship (>6 trials per intensity, Friedman test with Dunn’s

INs at higher stimulus intensities, we crossed SST-Ires-Cre and Ndnf-Ires-FlpO

xpression of tetanus toxin light chain (TeTx) and tdTomato in SST-INs.

DNF-INs (n = 38 neurons in 4 mice) from decreasing with stimulus intensity in

shading in J; Friedman test with Dunn’s multiple comparison).

n ± SEM. (C, D, H, and K) *p < 0.05; **p < 0.01; ***p < 0.001; ****p < 0.0001.
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experiment by presenting trains of auditory stimuli of increasing

sound pressure levels to the animals in head fixation (Figure 5E).

To target selectively the output of Martinotti cells, which reside

in both supra- and infragranular layers (Yavorska and Wehr,

2016), as opposed to other types of SST-INs, we imaged the

axons of SST-INs in L1 using GCaMP6 (as done by Lovett-Bar-

ron et al., 2014). These data show that stimuli of increasing in-

tensity recruit progressively stronger responses of SST-IN

axons in L1 (Figures 5F–5H and S6K), consistent with the

interpretation that, like in visual cortex, this form of inhibition

is proportional to the activity of the local PN network (Adesnik

et al., 2012). Importantly, analogous experiments in SST-IN

somata in L2/3 produced very similar results (Figures S6H–

S6K), indicating the validity of the axonal imaging approach.

Moreover, presynaptic calcium influx is tightly coupled to

neurotransmitter release (Bucurenciu et al., 2008), suggesting

that the axonal calcium responses are directly related to inhib-

itory transmission from SST-INs in L1. Strikingly, the same

experiment on L1 NDNF-INs produced the opposite result,

with the greatest activation by the lowest-intensity stimulus

and successively smaller responses for louder sounds during

the 2 s after stimulation onset (Figures 5F–5H and S6K). While

stimulation at all sound pressure levels caused initial excitation

of L1 NDNF-INs, louder stimuli elicited successively larger

inhibition that coincided with the peak of SST axon activation

(Figure 5G). In contrast, L1 NDNF-IN responses after this time

window, when SST-IN activity has largely decayed, did not

depend on sound pressure level. Together with the robust inhi-

bition observed in slice recordings, these data indicate that the

activity of L1 NDNF-INs may be under tight control by SST Mar-

tinotti cells also in the awake auditory cortex. To causally test

this hypothesis, we combined Flp-mediated expression

of GCaMP6 in L1 NDNF-INs with Cre-dependent expression

of tetanus toxin in SST-INs to silence selectively the output of

these cells. In contrast to control experiments (Figures

5F–5H), L1 NDNF-INs showed no discernible inhibition during

presentation of high intensity stimuli in these experiments (Fig-

ure 5J). Moreover, L1 NDNF-INs displayed sensory responses

that increased with stimulus intensity (Figure 5K), in stark

contrast to the decrease observed when SST inhibition was

intact (Figure 5H). Together, these data therefore demonstrate

that input from SST-INs is a dominant factor shaping the activity

of L1 NDNF-INs in the intact circuit. Functionally, this circuit or-

ganization indicates that SST inhibition can effectively override

the impact of L1 NDNF-INs, successively replacing NDNF input

to PN dendrites by SST input at greater stimulus intensities.

Furthermore, the long onset latencies of SST inhibition (Fig-

ure S6L) are consistent with the recruitment of SST-INs by local

recurrent excitation (Adesnik et al., 2012; Yavorska and Wehr,

2016). In contrast, the initial excitation of L1 NDNF-INs was

significantly faster (Figure S6L), suggesting that it derives from

a different source, such as long-range inputs from thalamus

or the cholinergic basal forebrain (Figure 4). These results

thus raise the possibility that in addition to the different postsyn-

aptic effects of L1 NDNF-INs and SST-INs (Figure 2) and the

inhibitory interaction shown here, these populations may also

differ in the excitatory afferents that recruit them and could

therefore also serve different behavioral functions.
694 Neuron 100, 684–699, November 7, 2018
Learning-Related Plasticity of Sensory Responses in L1
NDNF-INs
To directly address the contribution of inhibition from L1 NDNF-

INs and SST-INs to a defined behavioral function, we subjected

mice to associative auditory fear conditioning, a paradigm for

which a large body of work has reported plasticity of stimulus re-

sponses in the auditory cortex (LeDoux, 2000; Weinberger,

2007). While different forms of fear memory acquisition and

expression have furthermore been found to depend on process-

ing in the auditory cortex, the strongest evidence to date has

been obtained for discriminative fear conditioning with fre-

quency-modulated sweeps as conditioned stimuli (CS), in which

conditioned freezing and conditioned licking suppression

depend on auditory cortex activity (Gillet et al., 2018; Letzkus

et al., 2011). We therefore combined this behavior with in vivo

2-photon calcium imaging (Figure 6A). This approach allowed

us to record the responses of the same L1 NDNF-INs during

habituation, when the CS are neutral, and again during retrieval

of the fear memory. Similar to previous work (Letzkus et al.,

2011), fear memory measured as freezing in a second retrieval

session under freely behaving conditions was strong and

discriminative, indicating successful memory acquisition (Fig-

ures 6B and S7B–S7D). To establish a readout of fear expression

in head fixation, we determined the change in pupil diameter in

response to presentation of CS during habituation and retrieval.

These data indicate greater pupil responses after fear learning

(Figures 6C and S7E) and a positive correlation between freezing

and the difference in pupil response between retrieval and habit-

uation (Figure 6D), indicating that under these conditions, pupil

diameter can be used as a proxy for successful fear memory

retrieval in head fixation.

During habituation, the population of L1 NDNF-INs recorded in

these animals (133 neurons in 8 mice) responded to the CSs with

similar response integrals and amplitudes (Figures 6E–6H and

S7F), with �30% of cells strongly activated (CS� 39/133 neu-

rons, CS+ 37/133 neurons) by the stimuli and a smaller fraction

of significantly inhibited neurons (CS� 13/133 neurons, CS+

17/133 neuron; Figures S7H–S7K; STAR Methods). Imaging

the same cells again after fear conditioning revealed a pro-

nounced increase in CS+ responses during fear memory expres-

sion and a smaller potentiation also for the CS�, which elicits

intermediate fear levels (Figures 6F–6H, S7F, and S7G). This

potentiation of CS responses was mediated by both stronger

excitatory responses (Figures S7H and S7I) in a greater number

of L1 NDNF-INs (CS� 61/133 neurons, CS+ 57/133 neurons

strongly excited) and a reduction of inhibitory transients (Figures

S7J and S7K; CS� and CS+ 5/133 neurons strongly inhibited).

These data demonstrate that recall of an aversive memory is

associated with a pronounced increase in L1 NDNF-IN re-

sponses. To further address whether this effect is indeed related

tomemory expression, we performed analogous experiments on

animals that underwent pseudoconditioning (CSs and foot

shocks presented unpaired, n = 5). These mice displayed no

CS-evoked freezing behavior (Figure 6I), and in contrast to the

above observations, the CS responses of L1 NDNF-INs were

strongly reduced during the second imaging session (Figures

6J and S7G), indicating that repeated CS presentation without

fear learning decreases L1 NDNF-IN signaling, potentially by



(legend on next page)
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nonassociative habituation. Interestingly, animals that under-

went fear conditioning but failed to form a stable memory

(n = 2, criterion: <40% freezing for the CS+; Figure S7D) also

showed a trend for decreased L1 NDNF-IN responses (Fig-

ure S7L), further underpinning the interpretation that potentiation

of L1 NDNF-IN responses is related to fear memory. Strikingly,

when we subsequently combined the data from fear and pseu-

doconditioned mice (n = 12), we found that the change in L1

NDNF-IN responses to a CS correlates with the CS’s learned

relevance as measured by either pupil responses or freezing

(Figures 6K and S7M). Together, these data demonstrate that

encoding of sensory information by L1 NDNF-INs is robustly

and dynamically modulated by the animal’s experience and

that alongwith stronger disinhibition through L2/3 INs, fearmem-

ory expression may be associated with increased inhibition of

PN dendrites within L1. However, the level of dendritic inhibition

also depends on SST-INs. We therefore performed analogous

experiments imaging the CS responses of SST axons in L1

(see validation in Figures S6H–S6K; Lovett-Barron et al., 2014).

SST axons showed highly reliable CS responses during habitua-

tion that were completely unaffected by fear memory expression

(Figures 6L–6N). While this result does not preclude plasticity

within this population of axons, it does indicate that net inhibition

from this source remains stable. This suggests that potentiation

of L1NDNF-IN-mediated inhibition occurs against a stable back-

drop of inhibition from Martinotti cells and reveals that inhibition

from these two sources plays distinct roles also during behav-

ioral expression of memory.

DISCUSSION

Using a selective genetic marker for L1 INs in conjunction with

two novel mouse lines, viral tracing, slice recordings, optoge-
Figure 6. Plasticity of Layer 1 NDNF-Interneuron Responses after Asso

(A) Discriminative auditory fear conditioning in combination with awake in vivo 2-p

direction (counterbalanced between experiments) were used as conditioned stim

(B) Freezing behavior of the fear-conditioned animals presented in (E)–(N) in

discriminative fear memory (CS+: 8 animals up sweeps, 6 animals down sweeps

son test).

(C) Example pupil diameter response to CS presentation during habituation (gree

(D) The change in pupil response for the CSs (response integral retrieval minu

pseudoconditioned mice shown), demonstrating that pupil responses can be us

(E) Field of view for in vivo imaging of NDNF-INs in the auditory cortex L1 of awak

[red] in Ndnf-Ires-CreERT2).

(F) Responses of an example L1 NDNF-IN before and after fear conditioning (thin

(G) Average CS responses of all imaged L1NDNF-INs (133 neurons in 8mice, CS+

for the CS� and strong potentiation of CS+ responses.

(H) Quantification of response integral. Both CS� and CS+ responses were signifi

during habituation (p = 0.93, Friedman test with Dunn’s multiple comparison).

(I) Freezing behavior of pseudoconditioned animals (n = 5). Note absence of CS

(J) Average CS responses of all imaged L1 NDNF-IN in mice from (I) (84 neurons i

stimuli.

(K) Correlation between the response change in L1 NDNF-INs due to fear conditi

pupil response elicited by that stimulus for fear and pseudoconditioned animal

relevance.

(L) Field of view during imaging of axons derived from SST-INs in the auditory co

(M) Average CS responses of all imaged SST axons (6 regions in 6 mice, CS+:

conditioning.

(N) Quantification of response integral (p > 0.05, Friedman test with Dunn’s mult

Data are shown as mean ± SEM. (B and H) *p < 0.05; **p < 0.01; ***p < 0.001; **
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netics, in vivo 2-photon calcium imaging, and associative fear

memory, our results identify L1 NDNF-INs as a strong and highly

plastic source of inhibition of distal PN dendrites that differs from

and is complementary to SST Martinotti cells at several levels of

organization. One distinguishing feature is the slow time course

and strong GABAB receptor contribution of inhibition from L1

NDNF-INs, which is consistent with previous work on morpho-

logically identified NGCs in L1 (Chu et al., 2003; Jiang et al.,

2013, 2015; Palmer et al., 2012; Wozny and Williams, 2011)

and other circuits (Tamás et al., 2003; Capogna and Pearce,

2011; Overstreet-Wadiche and McBain, 2015) and with co-

expression of the NGC markers Reln, Npy, and nNos in L1

NDNF-INs. In line with this, recent slice recordings have sug-

gested that L1 NDNF-INs in the mouse and human neocortex

correspond to neurogliaform cells (Poorthuis et al., 2018; Tasic

et al., 2016), together indicating that Ndnf will enable future

investigations into these so-far little-understood cells and may

also facilitate translation of these insights to the human brain.

In addition, our results place L1 NDNF-INs into the inhibitory

wiring diagram of the neocortex. While our main focus was a

functional comparison of these cells to SST-INs as the second

genetically addressable source of inhibition in distal PN den-

drites, L1 NDNF-INs and unidentified L1 INs also share certain

attributes with the better-understood VIP-INs; both IN types

have been implicated in disinhibition (Figure 2; Letzkus et al.,

2011, 2015; Pi et al., 2013) are recruited by cholinergic input (Ke-

pecs and Fishell, 2014; Letzkus et al., 2015; Poorthuis et al.,

2018) as well as a range of top-down afferents (Figure 4; Wall

et al., 2016) and encode contextual signals such as reinforce-

ment (Letzkus et al., 2011; Pi et al., 2013). A more precise under-

standing of the similarities and differences between NDNF- and

VIP-INs, in particular in defined behavioral paradigms, should

therefore be obtained in future work. In addition, more work is
ciative Learning

hoton imaging. Trains of frequency-modulated sweeps of opposite modulation

uli (CS).

a freely behaving memory retrieval session on day 3 or 4 indicates strong,

, one-way ANOVA F(1.7, 21.7) = 56.1, p < 0.0001; Tukey’s multiple compari-

n) and memory retrieval (red, sweep onset blue lines) in head fixation.

s integral habituation) correlated with freezing to the stimuli (both fear and

ed as a fear readout under the microscope.

e, head-fixed mice (conditional expression of GCaMP6s [green] and tdTomato

traces represent single trials and thick traces averages).

: 58 neurons up sweeps, 75 neurons down sweeps) showing amodest increase

cantly potentiated after fear conditioning, whereas no difference was observed

evoked freezing (one-way ANOVA F(1.5, 5.8) = 3.2, p > 0.05).

n 5 mice, CS1 and CS2 combined) showing a decrease in responses for these

oning (response integral retrieval minus integral habituation) and the change in

s indicates that potentiation of L1 NDNF-IN correlates with learned stimulus

rtex L1 (GCaMP6s, green; tdTomato, red).

4 animal up sweeps, 2 animals down sweeps) showing no change with fear

iple comparison).

**p < 0.0001.



required to determine whether L1 NDNF-INs in other areas, such

as the prefrontal cortex, show similarities to the present results

on connectivity and learning-related plasticity. Importantly, the

slow form of GABAergic volume transmission mediated by L1

NDNF-INs may not only target PN dendrites but also control

the release probability of local synapses via presynaptic

GABAB receptors (Capogna and Pearce, 2011; Chittajallu

et al., 2013; Oláh et al., 2009; Overstreet-Wadiche and McBain,

2015; Price et al., 2008; Tamás et al., 2003). Thus, an additional

potentially important function of these cells may be to control

how afferent information is received in L1.

Previous work has implicated L1 INs in brief breaks in the

perisomatic excitation-inhibition balance contributing to mem-

ory acquisition (Jiang et al., 2013, 2015; Letzkus et al., 2011),

and evidence from the barrel cortex indicates that inhibition

from NGCs can also serve to selectively constrain perisomatic

feed-forward inhibition (Chittajallu et al., 2013). While disinhibi-

tion has recently emerged as a conserved circuit motif for

learning and memory (Hattori et al., 2017; Letzkus et al.,

2015), our results add to this view by showing that disinhibition

via L2/3 INs is accompanied by a concomitant increase in

dendritic inhibition. This result adds to important work demon-

strating that dynamic reallocation of inhibition along the subcel-

lular compartments of PNs is a key mechanism that controls

firing patterns, oscillations, and the impact of different excit-

atory afferent pathways in cortical PNs (Somogyi et al., 2013).

In contrast to proximal inhibition, dendritic inhibition can leave

the somatic membrane potential unaffected due to strong elec-

trotonic attenuation and the underlying channels (Palmer et al.,

2012) and can even increase the robustness of somatic stim-

ulus encoding (Egger et al., 2015). The emerging working hy-

pothesis that needs to be tested in future research is therefore

that L1 NDNF-IN input may enable strong and reliable somatic

stimulus representation while at the same time powerfully con-

trolling dendritic spikes. Firing of dendritic spikes in turn has

been linked to induction of synaptic plasticity in distal PN den-

drites (Cichon and Gan, 2015; Golding et al., 2002; Kampa

et al., 2007; Letzkus et al., 2006). Given the adaptive value of

protecting in particular fear memories from change or degrada-

tion over time by additional plasticity induction, L1 NDNF-INs

may therefore serve to constrain dendritic plasticity induction

after memory formation is complete.

Our results identify inhibition from SST Martinotti cells

controlled by recurrent excitation as a dominant factor that

shapes L1 NDNF-IN activity. Together with our observation

that auditory cortex L1 NDNF-INs receive long-range, top-

down information implicated in memory from a larger number

of brain areas compared to similar data from SST-INs in the so-

matosensory cortex (Wall et al., 2016), this gives rise to the test-

able hypothesis that L1 NDNF-INs are able to integrate and

compare top-down information from these long-range sources

with the ongoing processing of bottom-up input in the local cir-

cuit encoded by SST-INs, extending the available evidence for

the proposed function of L1 INs in predictive coding (Bastos

et al., 2012). In particular, likely sources for the observed

learning-related potentiation of L1 NDNF-IN sensory responses

include afferents from the cholinergic basal forebrain (Letzkus

et al., 2011, 2015; Pi et al., 2013; Poorthuis et al., 2018) as well
as thalamic (LeDoux, 2000; Weinberger, 2007) and cortico-

cortical input (Makino and Komiyama, 2015). On the other

hand, the inhibitory connection motif predicts that under condi-

tions of reduced SST activity, such as engagement in operant

behavior (Kato et al., 2015; Makino and Komiyama, 2015), L1

NDNF-INs can contribute relatively more to dendritic inhibition,

similar to our observations during memory retrieval. Conversely,

when stimuli become less salient during habituation, SST-IN re-

sponses are increased (Kato et al., 2015), leading to inhibition of

L1 NDNF-INs that may contribute to the observed reduction of

stimulus encoding after pseudoconditioning. Together, this sug-

gests that SST inhibition dominates in conditions of weak and

imprecise stimulus encoding in PNs, whereas recruitment of L1

NDNF-INs occurs when sensory input is currently relevant to

the animal.
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EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS

Animals and generation of Ndnf-IRES-CreERT2 and Ndnf-IRES-FlpO mice
Male C57BL6/J mice, and mouse lines maintained in C57Bl6/J background (1.5-6 months old) were housed under a 12 h light/dark

cycle, and provided with food and water ad libitum. After surgical procedures, mice were individually housed. All animal procedures

were executed in accordance with institutional guidelines, and approved by the prescribed authorities (Regierungspr€asidium Darm-

stadt and Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee [IACUC] at the Weizmann Institute of Science).

The Ndnf-IRES-CreERT2 and Ndnf-IRES-FlpO alleles were generated at Cyagen Biosciences Inc using standard techniques and

protocols for homologous recombination in ES-cells. The targeting vector was cloned from two BAC-clones (RP23-274L3, RP23-

84F6) and ES-cells were a proprietary cell-line on a C57Bl6-background. Proper targeting of the Ndnf-locus was validated by South-

ern Blotting and by PCR on genomic DNA that was extracted from ES-cells. Validated correctly targeted ES-cells were then used to

generate chimeric foundermice that were subsequently crossed to a deleter strain (on a C57Bl6 background) to remove a Neomycin-

resistance cassette (flanked by FLP-sites) that was contained in the original targeting construct. The Ndnf-IRES-CreERT2 and Ndnf-

IRES-FlpO colonies were then established from the resulting heterozygous offspring that did not contain the deleter construct. The

lines were maintained by backcrosses to C57BL6/J and by PCR-based genotyping.

METHOD DETAILS

Fluorescent InSitu Hybridization (FISH)
FISH was done with the RNAscope system (Advanced Cell Diagnostic) essentially as described (Mardinly et al., 2016); all probes and

reagents were from Advanced Cell Diagnostic. Brains of 8-week old wild-type C57Bl6 mice were dissected, fresh frozen on dry ice in

Tissue-Tek OCT compound (Fisher Scientific) and stored at �80�C until use. 8 mm thick coronal cryosections of the frozen brains

were prepared on a cryostat (Leica) and mounted onto Superfrost Plus object slides. FISH itself was done according to the manu-

facturer’s instructions and the hybridized slides were imaged and analyzed as described below.

For analyzing the distribution of IN subtypes across auditory cortex and prefrontal cortex (pre- and infralimbic areas, PL and IL, i.e.,

distance from pia of Ndnf-, Pv-, Sst-, Vip-expressing neurons), the hybridized sections were imaged on an Olympus VS120 Virtual
Neuron 100, 684–699.e1–e6, November 7, 2018 e2
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Slide Microscope with a 20x objective (auditory cortex) or an Zeiss LSM800 confocal microscope with a 63x objective (prefrontal

cortex). Image settings were kept constant throughout a given experiment for each channel/marker/probe and multiple fields-of-

view were stitched into one compound image. The compound images of each brain section were then imported into Imaris, where

the area of the auditory cortex was marked; in this area, the distance of each marker-expressing cell from the pia was measured.

For analyzing the co-expression of Ndnf with highly-expressed IN-subtype markers in the auditory cortex (Figures 1F–1H), brain

sections were imaged on an Olympus VS120 Virtual Slide Microscope with a 20x objective and multiple fields-of-view were stitched

into one compound image (imaging settings were kept constant throughout a given experiment for each channel/marker/probe). The

compound images were then imported to Imaris, where the auditory cortex and its layers were labeled. Ndnf and other marker-

expressing cells were labeled using the ‘‘Spots’’ module which marks a spot on each identified cell. Ndnf-spots were then

co-localized with the respective marker spots, and all the spots were counted. For analyzing the co-expression of Ndnf with

weakly-expressed genes (i.e., Reln, Npy, Calb2, Npas1), the auditory or prefrontal cortices in each section were imaged on a Zeiss

LSM800 confocal microscope with a 63x objective and multiple fields-of-view were ‘‘stitched’’ into one compound image (imaging

settingswere kept constant throughout a given experiment for each channel/marker/probe). Compound images of each auditory cor-

tex were then imported to Photoshop, and additional layers were created for each probe (i.e., one layer for Ndnf and one layer for the

subtype marker in each compound image). The cells positive for each probe were then marked with a dot in the respective new layer

and the layers containing the dots were compiled into a separate image file together with the DAPI-layer. These dots were then

counted manually. For each combination of probes (Ndnf together with each of the subtype markers), two auditory cortices from

four animals were analyzed (a total of 6-8 auditory cortices for each combination). For the combination of Ndnf together with

Npas1, 14 cortices from 7 animals were analyzed due to the relatively low number of Npas1-expressing cells in L1.

Perfusions, immunohistochemistry and morphological analysis of fluorescent reporter expression
Mice were anesthetized with 10% ketamine and 1% xylazine in PBS and transcardially perfused with ice cold PBS for five minutes

followed by fifteen minutes of cold 4% PFA in PBS. Brains were then dissected, post-fixed for 1 to 24 h at 4�C in 4% PFA, washed

three times (10minutes each) in cold PBS, and in a subset of experiments cryoprotected overnight in 20% sucrose in PBS at 4�C. The
brains were then either frozen in Tissue-Tek Cryo-OCT compound (Fisher Scientific) on dry ice and stored at�80�C, or stored at 4�C
in PBS. Coronal sections (10-15 mm thick) of auditory and prefrontal cortices in frozen tissue were cut using a Leica CM1950 cryostat,

free-floating coronal sections (50-100 mm thick) were prepared with a Campden vibratome (5100mz) and used for subsequent

experiments.

Immunostaining was done by blocking the slides for 1 hour in blocking buffer (PBS with 5% normal goat serum and 0.1% Triton

X-100), staining the samples overnight in primary antibodies (diluted in blocking buffer, followed by three washes in PBS) and staining

with secondary antibodies and Hoechst counterstain for 45 min at room-temperature or 24h at 4�C. The slides were then mounted in

FluoromountG (Southern Biotech) and imaged on a Zeiss microscope (Axio Imager, LSM 710 or LSM 800). Antibodies are listed in

STAR Methods. The following images are compounds obtained by ‘stitching’ of different fields-of-view: Figures 1C, 1E, 1I, 2A, 4A,

4B, 4D–4J, S1E–S1G, S2A, S3A, and S5A.

Surgery
Mice were anesthetized with isoflurane (induction: 4%, maintenance: 2%) in oxygen-enriched air (Oxymat 3, Weinmann, Hamburg,

Germany) and fixed in a stereotaxic frame (Kopf Instruments, Tujunga, USA). Core body temperature was maintained at 37.5�C by a

feed-back controlled heating pad (FHC, Bowdoinham, ME, USA). Analgesia was provided by local injection of ropivacain under the

scalp (Naropin, AstraZeneca, Switzerland) and systemic injection of metamizol (100 mg/kg, i.p., Novalgin, Sanofi) and meloxicam

(2 mg/kg, i.p., Metacam, Boehringer-Ingelheim, Ingelheim, Germany). Adeno-associated viral vectors (AAV, serotype 2/1 or 2/5,

100-500 nl) were injected from glass pipettes (tip diameter 10-20 mm) connected to a pressure ejection system (PDES-02DE-

LA-2, NPI, Germany) into auditory cortex at the following coordinates: 2.46 mm posterior of bregma, 4.5 mm lateral of midline, depth

below cortical surface varied for experiments. For MGB coordinates were 3.16 mm posterior bregma, 1.8 mm lateral of midline and

3.2 mm below cortical surface. Expression in Ndnf-Ires-CreERT2 animals was induced by intraperitoneal injections of tamoxifen

(100-150 ml, 10 mg/ml, dissolved in 90% cornoil and 10% ethanol) on 4 consecutive days. We note that multiple tamoxifen doses

are required for full induction. Experiments were performed after 1-3 months of expression time.

Rabies tracing
Ndnf-Ires-CreERT2 animals were injected with 100 nL AAV-synP-DIO-sTpEpB expressing TVA, eGFP and RV SADB19G protein in a

Cre-dependent way in ACx as described above (see Surgery). Expression was induced by i.p. injection with tamoxifen the following

4 days. 4-5 weeks after this, 300 nL of EnvA-pseudotyped RV-dG-mCherry was injected into ACx during a second surgery. Impor-

tantly, RV injection without prior injection of AAV-synP-DIO-sTpEpB caused negligible labeling (1 neuron in 2 mice), indicating the

specificity of the RV approach. One week later mice were transcardially perfused as described above. 60 mm coronal section

were cut using a Leica vibratome (VT1000S), rinsed in PBS, incubated with blocking solution (3% bovine serum albumin and

0.2% Triton X-100 in PBS) for 2 h and afterward incubated with Goat-anti-ChAT (1:360) for 72 h at 4�C. Subsequently, sections
were washed with PBS three times (10 min each) and incubated for 2 h at room temperature with fluorescent Donkey Anti-Goat

IgG (H+L) Alexa Fluor 488 (1:1000). Finally, immuno-labeled sections were rinsed three times with PBS, mounted, covered with glass
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coverslips, and imaged using a confocal microscope (LSM880, Carl Zeiss AG) with a 10x objective and 0.6-fold digital zoom. To

quantify the cell number per animal, every third section of the entire brain was scanned using Zen software (Zeiss, Germany) and cells

were counted using a customwritten MATLAB software. To define the cell numbers in different brain regions images were registered

to the Allen Brain Atlas (F€urth et al., 2018).

Virus injection and implantation of cranial windows
For implantation of cranial windows, a craniotomy was performed over the right auditory cortex using a sterile biopsy punch (3 mm,

Integra Miltex). AAV2/1-CAG-flex-tdTomato-WPRE-bGH and AAV2/1-CAG-flex-GCaMP6s-WPRE-SV40 (1:1; Penn vector core)

were co-injected at several sites in the craniotomy (300-500 nL total). For the sound intensity experiments in Figures 5F–5H and

S6, SST-Cre mice were crossed to a floxed tdTomato strain (Ai9, Madisen et al., 2010) and injected with AAV2/1-CAG-flex-

GCaMP6f-WPRE-SV40 or AAV2/1-CAG-flex-GCaMP6s-WPRE-SV40. For the experiment in Figures 3I–3K SST-Ires-Cre mice

were crossed to NDNF-Ires-FlpO mice and injected with AAV2/1-CAG-flex-tdTomato-WPRE-bGH, AAV2/1-EF1a-fDIO-

GCamP6s-wpre-sv40 and AAV-DJ CMV DIO eGFP-2A-TeNT. To achieve a sparse labeling of PNs for dendritic imaging experiments

(Figures 3H and 3I) CAV2-Cre was injected into subcortical regions (amygdala and striatum) receiving inputs from ACx (injection

coordinates: 1.7 mm posterior of bregma, 3.47 mm lateral of midline, 4-3.8 mm ventral). AAV2/1-CAG-flex-tdTomato-WPRE-

bGH, AAV2/1-CAG-flex-GCaMP6s-WPRE-SV40 and AAV2/1-EF1a-fDIO-ChrimsonR-wpre-sv40 were co-injected in ACx of

NDNF-Ires-FlpO mice.

A round cover glass (diameter 3 mm) glued to a section of hypodermic tubing (outer diameter 3 mm, 0.5 mm deep) was used to

cover the craniotomy, and fixed using Cyanoacrylate glue (Ultra Gel, Henkel, D€usseldorf, Germany) and dental cement (Paladur, Her-

aeus, Hanau, Germany). The window was protected from dirt and light with silicone adhesive (Kwik-Cast).

Fear conditioning
Fear conditioning and fear retrieval took place in two different behavioral contexts (context A and B). The conditioning and test boxes

and the floor were cleaned before and after each session with 70% ethanol or 1% acetic acid, respectively. CS for differential fear

conditioning were 10 s (during conditioning) or 30 s (during recall) long trains of frequency-modulated sweeps (500ms duration, loga-

rithmically modulated between 5 and 20 kHz, 50 ms rise and fall) delivered at 1 Hz at a sound pressure level of 75 dB at the speaker

(MF1 speakers and RZ6 processor, Tucker-Davis Technology). Up-sweep and down-sweep were used in a counterbalanced fashion

as CS+. The CS+ was paired with a foot-shock (1 s, 0.6 mA, 15 CS+/foot-shock pairings; inter-trial interval: 20–180 s). The onset of

the foot-shock coincided with the onset of the last sweep in the CS+. The CS- was presented after each CS+/foot-shock association,

but was never reinforced (15 CS- presentations, inter-trial interval: 20–180 s). For pseudoconditioning the same sound stimuli were

used. Sound stimuli (CS1 andCS2) and foot-shocks were presented separately in a random fashion (15 presentations each, inter-trial

interval: 20–180 s). Conditioned mice were submitted to fear retrieval in context B, during which they received 4 presentations of

CS–(CS1) and CS+(CS2) trains. To score freezing behavior, we used a webcam (HD C270, Logitech) and custom written MATLAB

(Mathworks) software (FreezingScoring). Mice were considered to be freezing if no movement was detected for 2 s and the measure

was expressed as a percentage of time spent freezing. Animals with successful fear memory acquisition (learners) were defined by

CS+ evoked freezing > 40%of the time duringmemory retrieval (n = 14, mean: 81%, range: 53 to 99%). Non-learners were defined as

showing < 40% freezing during retrieval (n = 2, 36 and 18% CS+ freezing), which was similar to pseudoconditioned animals (n = 5,

24.6% mean CS freezing).

Slice preparation and whole-cell recordings

Animals expressed Channelrhodopsin-2 from AAV2/5.EF1a.DIO.hCHR2(H134R)-EYFP or AAV2/5.EF1a.dflox.hCHR2(H134R)-

mCherry vectors for investigation of inhibitory input to NDNF-INs or output connectivity of NDNF and SST cells (300 nL virus, injected

at from bregma: ap �2.46, lateral 4.45, depth from brain surface 0-0.6 mm). Excitatory input to NDNF cells was investigated by in-

jecting 100 nL of AAV2/5.CamKIIa.hChR2(H134R)-EYFP into somatosensory cortex (S1, from bregma: ap �1.58, lateral 2.75, depth

from brain surface 0-1.2 mm) or by injection of 250 nL of AAV2/5.EF1a.dflox.hCHR2(H134R)-mCherry into MGM (from bregma: ap

�3.16, lateral 1.8, depth from brain surface 3.2 mm) in CR-Ires-Cre mice to target specifically the higher-order MGB whose projec-

tions are enriched in L1. Connectivity from NDNF to SST cells was assessed by injecting a mixture of AAV2/1-EF1a-fDIO-ChrimsonR

(400 nl), AAV2/1-EF1a-fDIO-EYFP (150 nl) and AAV2/1.CAG.Flex.tdTomato (100 nl) to perform targeted recordings from SST cells.

We note that while Flp-mediated expression was highly selective (Figures S1I and S1J), it reached slightly lower absolute expression

levels than Cre-dependent constructs. Therefore, the more sensitive optogenetic effector Chrimson was chosen for these

experiments.

For acute brain slices, animals were anesthetized with isoflurane (4%) in oxygen-enriched air (Oxymat 3, Weinmann, Hamburg,

Germany), and decapitated into ice cold slicing solution containing (in mM): 93 NMDG, 93 HCl, 2.5 KCl, 1.2 NaH2PO4, 30 NaHCO3,

20 HEPES, 25 glucose, 5 sodium ascorbate, 2 thiourea, 3 sodium pyruvate, 10 MgSO4 and 0.5 CaCl2 (pH 7.3-7.4). Coronal slices

(350mm thick) from auditory cortex (AuV/A1/AuD, located 2 to 3.4 mm posterior to bregma), were prepared on a vibratome (Leica

VT 1200S), and transferred to an immersion style holding chamber filled with slicing solution at 34�C. After recovery for 15 minutes,

sliceswere transferred to another holding chamber containing standard aCSF solution at RT containing (inmM): 125NaCl, 3 KCl, 1.25

NaH2PO4, 26 NaHCO3, 10 glucose, 1 MgCl2 and 2 CaCl2 (pH 7.3-7.4) for 0.5�1 h before start of the recordings. All aCSF solutions

were continuously bubbled with carbogen gas (95% O2, 5%CO2), and had an osmolality of 300 mOsm.
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For recording, slices were transferred to the recording chamber and perfused with aCSF (2-3 mL/min). All experiments were per-

formed at 31-34�C in the presence of DNQX (Sigma, 10 mM) and DL-AP5 (Biotrend, 25 mM) to avoid potential effects of recruiting PNs

via disinhibition. Cells were visualized using differential interference contrast microscopy (Scientifica slice scope) and awater immer-

sion objective (Olympus LUMPLFLN 40x, 0.8 N.A.). Fluorescently labeled neurons were visualized under epifluorescence using an

LED (488 or 565 nm, Cool LED) and a CCD camera (Infinity3, Lumenera or Hamamatsu C11440 ORCA-flash4.0). Whole-cell

voltage-clamp and current-clamp recordings were made usingMulticlamp 700B amplifiers (Axon Instruments, CA), low-pass filtered

at 5 to 10 kHz and digitized at 10 to 50 kHz (Digidata 1550, Molecular Devices) using pClamp software (Molecular Devices). Record-

ings were rejected or terminated when the access resistance exceeded 20 MU for PN recordings, and 25 MU for the smaller INs.

Importantly, analyses indicate no difference in steady-state voltage clamp errors between experimental groups, and only a minor

(< 1 ms) difference in voltage clamp time constant between experimental groups. Patch pipettes (4-6 MU) were pulled from

standard-wall borosilicate capillaries and were filled with intracellular solution (in mm): 140 K-gluconate, 10 KCl, 10 HEPES, 4 Na-

phosphocreatine, 4 ATP-Mg, 0.4 GTP and biocytin (4 mg/mL). pH was adjusted to 7.3 with KOH, and osmolality was 290-300

mOsm. Series resistance was left uncompensated, and values were not corrected for the liquid junction potentials. Steady-state

and dynamic voltage clamp errors were calculated offline from the current response to a 10 mV hyperpolarizing pulse. Optogenetic

stimulation was applied through the objective either full-field (standard), or exclusively to L1 (Figures 2E, 2F, and S3E–S3G) using an

LED (488 nm, Cool LED). The LED pulse width was 0.5 ms and irradiance ranged from 1 to 45mW/mm2. IPSCs were evoked by trains

of 4 pulses at 1Hz frequency for 10 consecutive sweeps (15 s inter-sweep interval), and recorded at a holding potential of�50mV. For

connectivity from NDNF to SST neurons (Figure 5D), and to neighboring PNs (Figure S6F), IPSCs were evoked with green light

(0.5 ms, 532 nm, Cool LED). CGP-55845 (Sigma 3 mM), was bath applied. Long range input connectivity recordings (Figure 4L)

were performed in tetrodotoxin (TTX, Alomone Labs, 1 uM) and 4-aminopyridine (4AP, Alomone Labs, 0.1-1 mM). Axons expressing

ChR-2 in auditory cortex were stimulated with 488 nm pulses of 5 ms duration (62.7 mW/mm2) every 15 s. Action potential bursts in

critical frequency experiments (Figures 3A-3D and S4A–S4C) were evoked from resting membrane potential by brief current injection

(3 pulses, 0.5 ms, 4 nA, tested frequency range was 25-125 Hz, assessed with increasing steps of 12.5 Hz with 10 s inter-stimulus-

interval) and recorded with bridge balance compensation. To assess the effect of inhibition on dendritic spikes, L1 NDNF-INs were

optogenetically stimulated with 4 pulses (0.5 ms) at 40 Hz frequency 100-50ms before the last action potential in the burst. The effect

of L1 NDNF-IN stimulation was tested in both the supra-critical frequency range (75 and 100 Hz), where a burst of three action po-

tentials elicits a dendritic spike, and at sub-critical frequency (25 Hz) where a dendritic spike is never elicited. ADPs were quantified in

Clampfit (Axon instruments) as the integral of a 40 ms window starting directly after the last action potential.

IPSC characteristics were determined from recordings with an amplitude of at least 10pA. First the averagewas generated from the

10 recorded trials and subsequently analyzed using custom MATLAB scripts. To quantify the onset of the IPSCs, traces were con-

verted to z-scores and onset was defined as the first point that reaches 3 standard deviations above baseline. Rise time was calcu-

lated as the time for 20% to 80% of change between baseline and peak, and decay time as the 80%–20% fall time. To determine the

charge, the integral of the IPSC was calculated in a temporal window of 800 ms.

In vivo calcium imaging

After 4 to 5 weeks for AAV expression and localization of auditory cortex by intrinsic imaging under anesthesia, animals were water

restricted and habituated 3 times to handling and subsequently 3-4 times to head-fixation under themicroscope, where they received

water ad libitum before the experiment. For the fear conditioning experiments, in the habituation imaging session, each CS was pre-

sented 8 to 12 times. The CSs consisted of trains of 5 frequency-modulated sweeps (500 ms duration, logarithmically modulated

between 5 and 20 kHz, 50 ms rise and fall) delivered at 1 Hz at a sound pressure level of 75 dB at the speaker (MF1 speakers

and RZ6 processor, Tucker-Davis Technology). CS+ and CS- were presented in an alternating fashion. For the calculation of the

mean response integral the first 4 stimulus presentations of CS- and CS+ during the habituation session were excluded to avoid

effects of stimulus novelty. During the retrieval imaging session 24 h after fear conditioning (and 48 h after the habituation imaging

session), the same neurons were imaged again and 16 CSs were presented (CS- and CS+ alternating, 8 each). In a subset of the

data an additional retrieval imaging session was performed 2.5-3.5 h after the fear conditioning (data not shown). For sound intensity

experiments, micewere presentedwith 5white noise bursts (100ms duration, 10ms rise/fall, delivered at 5 Hz) at 60 dB, 75 dB, 90 dB

and 105 dB (measured at the speaker) in a pseudorandommanner, with 7 presentations in total per intensity level. NDNF neurons and

SST axons were recorded at a depth of 40- 80 mm and SST somata at a depth of 160-200 mm below the pia.

For the NDNF activation experiment (Figures 3E–3I), NDNF neurons expressing Chrimson were optogenetically activated using an

orange LED (594 nm). A 500 ms light pulse (26.5 mW) was applied, immediately followed by 5 white noise bursts (100 ms duration,

10 ms rise/fall, delivered at 5 Hz) at 75 dB to evoke dendritic activity. Apical tuft dendrites were recorded simultaneously at a depth of

30-70 mm below the pia in L1. While it was not possible to determine from how many PNs the recorded dendrites originated in these

experiments, based on post hoc analyses we estimate that we recorded from at least 60 independent PNs. In addition, even distal

dendrites of the same PN can function as independent units in vivo (Major et al., 2013; Stuart and Spruston, 2015; Cichon and Gan,

2015). Thus, we treated each dendritic segment as independent in this analysis. LED-on and LED-off trials were presented in an alter-

nating fashion (6-8 trials per field of view). Dendrites were defined as responsive to the noise stimulation if the mean z-score over all

LED-off trials during the stimulation and 1 s after crossed a threshold of 1.29. For the control experiment in Figures 3F, 3G, and

S4D–S4F, GCaMP6swas expressed together with Chrimson or alone in NDNF neurons, and changes in fluorescenceweremeasured

in response to light stimulation under both conditions.
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Calcium imaging was performed with a resonant scanner microscope (Bruker Investigator equipped with single photon stimulation

by a 594 nm LED, or custom built) and a femtosecond laser (Spectra Physics MaiTai or InSight) at 920 nm. The average excitation

power under the objective (Nikon 16x, 0.8 N.A., 3 mmWD) was below 30 mW. Images (416x416 or 512x512 pixels) were acquired at

19 to 30 Hz. The imaging field of view was chosen at depths 15-75 mm below dura. Image acquisition, CS delivery and camera for

pupil tracking (see below) were controlled using custom written software (AudioGame). Post hoc processing of the acquired time

series consisted of motion correction using custom MATLAB code and 2-4x temporal binning resulting in a frame rate of approxi-

mately 5 Hz. Themean projection of the red channel was used to outline the regions of interest (ROIs) using ImageJ (Fiji) or aMATLAB

based custom-written software. Fluorescent values were extracted from the image stacks for each ROI, and df/f was calculated as

(F-F0)/ F0 x 100, where F0 is the mean fluorescence during < 15 s of the trial before stimulus onset. The response integral was calcu-

lated using trapezoidal numerical integration of the df/f trace during the stimulus presentation. Strongly responsive neurons were

chosen based on a combination of two criteria: 1. The mean z-score of all trials of one session crossed a threshold of 1.96 during

the stimulus presentation, and 2. In at least two trials of one session the z-score was > 1.96 for > 1 s during stimulus presentation.

To quantify the response onset in the sound intensity experiments we extracted all responsive trials of all ROIs across all four sound

intensities based on a significant z-score (> 1.96) during the stimulus window. We then calculated the time point when the response

reached 10% of the maximum peak during the stimulus window. For this analysis we used the data without prior binning (frame

rate: �30 Hz).

Measurement of pupil diameter

Recording of pupil diameter was performed using a camera (Basler acA1920-25um) and custom-written software (EyeTracker) at a

frame rate of approximately 20 Hz under infrared illumination (LED, l = 620nm). Data was binned in the time domain to reach a

sampling rate of approximately 5 Hz. The change in pupil diameter (Dd/d) was calculated as (d-d0)/ d0 x 100, where d0 is the

mean diameter during the first < 15 s of each trial before stimulus onset. The response integral was calculated using trapezoidal

numerical integration of the Dd/d trace during the 10 s following stimulus onset.

QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

The number of experimental recordings and animals used in each experiment is indicated in the figure legends. Statistical tests were

performed using GraphPad Prism andMATLAB, p values and statistical tests used are indicated in the figure legends. Data were first

subjected to a Shapiro-Wilk test of normality, and based on the result to the indicated parametric and non-parametric tests.

DATA AND SOFTWARE AVAILABILITY

The custom-written software used for data acquisition and analysis is available under the following links:

AudioGame
Synchronization of sound presentation, pupil tracking and 2-photon imaging

https://software.scic.brain.mpg.de/projects/MPIBR/AudioGameGUI/

EyeTracker and Camera Acquisition
Recording of pupil videos and tracking of pupil dilation

https://software.scic.brain.mpg.de/projects/PylonRecorder/PylonRecorder

https://software.scic.brain.mpg.de/projects/PylonRecorder/TrackerPlugin_EyeTracker

Processing of calcium imaging data
Motion correction of Calcium imaging data

https://software.scic.brain.mpg.de/projects/MPIBR/CellSortPCAICA

FreezingScoring
https://github.molgen.mpg.de/MPIBR/FreezingAnalysis
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